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Abstract: 

The connection began in humans’ relationships since the beginning of creation, so celebration 

of marriage across times always has features and traditions that differed from one civilization 

to another. Wedding ceremonies and celebrations usually contain many main points with 

symbolic meanings so a wedding is likely to be one of the most memorable days of the one’s 

life, that’s why choosing the wedding venue is central for the success of nuptials, and finding 

the ideal spot is not an easy feat.  

Therefore, the spouses' participation with the designer has a pivotal role in designing the 

celebration, given that the event is an essential and existential event in humans’ lives, and there 

are main factors which affect and motivate the choice of wedding venues, and designs are how 

to gather guests in the Venue of the event according to the place, whether it is indoor or outdoor, 

and consideration of wedding furniture and supplements designs and weather condition in the 

case of being in the outdoor wedding venue, also the special display style for the fireworks or 

cake display ........etc… Wedding  business in   F&B services which are lucrative market 

revenues for the venue,   also there is a significant contribution in this business attributes to 

identify it from the hospitality industry especially the employee attitude and cleanliness and 

food quality.   

All of that have been affected by the possibilities available for design in terms of materials and 

technology of production.  

The research will address the wedding venue designs and focus on classifying them with 

analysis and clarification of the most important influencing aspects which determines the 

general features of the design especially in yacht wedding designs. 
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